
Social Share Buttons Load Test 
Tests run on 150927 by MaAnna at BlogAid 

Following you will find all the raw data for my head to head test of the Simple Share Buttons Adder plugin and the Social Warfare plugin. 

To make it simple to compare, I broke the data into sections and included the result for baseline, SSBA, and SW on each. 

This is the post http://batesting.myblogaid.net/testing-social-share-buttons/ but it may not remain available, or under the same test conditions. 

The site is running Genesis (no child theme), so there is a slight performance improvement from that compared to running a standard WP theme. 

Tests and Screenshots 

I actually started the test from the Phoenix location and had to switch to Miami. The waterfall screenshot for the SSBA plugin is from Phoenix, so 
will not match the summary exactly, as far as load times, but the requests list is the same, and times aren’t significantly different between the two. 

Plugin Settings 
SSBA 

Included these networks: 

 

SW 

Set to show above posts and then float position at bottom of page. Left all other settings at default, which included the same networks as the SSBA plugin. 
Turned off Show Total Network Shares and Show Individual Network Shares for no count tests. Turned both on for count test. 

http://www.blogaid.net/
http://batesting.myblogaid.net/testing-social-share-buttons/


Header Test 
Run on WebSitePulse so you can see the raw server conditions and response time and that there is zero caching turned on. 

 



WebPage Test Coditions 

Location: Miami 
Browser: Firefox 
Number of tests: 3 
View: First view only 
Video: No video captured 

Scores 

As you can see, this site is not optimized in any way. 

 



Summary 
Baseline with no share plugins activated. 

 

SSBA activated, but no counts 

 

SSBA with counts on 

 



SW activated, but no counts 

 

SW with counts on 

 



Waterfall 
Baseline 

 



SSBA with counts on 

 



SW with counts on 

 



Request List 
Baseline 

 

SSBA with count on - N/A see the waterfall     SW with count on, next page 



 


